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The politics of Muslim minority section’s inclusion and exclusion has been having a long debate 

over the years. At certain level, these debates were inter-related and interlinked to political 

ideological convictions arising due to contested and polarized political nexus and happenings; 

mostly due to debates over victimhood of Muslim section, etc.  Two of such watermark momentums 

occurred during; Babri Masjid’s demolition time in 1992 and later during Gujarat 2002 genocide 

against Muslims. During and after these two incidents occurrences renewed debates took place in 

many spheres of public activity about the conditions of Muslim communities’ marginalization and 

measures to address such marginalization, primarily at national level.  

Andhra Pradesh (including the present day Telangana) political process in South India is one such 

extended platform to the national level politics where Muslim community’s marginalization came to 

the forefront seriously and a few steps were initiated, since 2004 Congress government onwards. In 

this sequence the present paper will attempt at exploring; how the politics of Muslim section’s 

inclusion came to the forefront vis-à-vis in relation to marginalization, victimhood, etc debates.  

And, how the state is able to mediate measures in favour of Muslim’s inclusion; before bifurcation 

of Andhra Pradesh and in the present day Telangana? And, continues to pose other extended inter-

related questions like; how the Muslim community is backward in political articulations and 

activism, what kind of factors are propelling the political parties and the state to recognize 

marginalization and initiative measures, what kind of counter responses have being generating to 

these measures, etc? At last, attempts to address a major question, to what extent the actions of the 

governments are genuine in addressing the marginalization of the Muslims communities?  
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